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Abstract

In this paper, we analyze the performance of a mobile
agent based approach for discovering and allocating re-
sources in large scale networks. We compare this approach
with the traditional client/server approach by considering
four scenarios for processing requests in the distributed net-
work.

1. Introduction

Large scale networked environment, such as Internet, of-
fers a high degree of distribution for data, control and re-
sources access. This potential properties gives users a pow-
erful mechanisms for discovering and accessing resources
distributed across the network. However, large scale net-
works still require a new operational model to use resources
efficiently and reduce the need for administration neces-
sary in the classical client-server paradigm (C/S). This tra-
ditional approach becomes impracticable for very large net-
works as it assumes that users should be able to locate
servers holding the required resources. More precisely,
when a user submit a request, he should be able to spec-
ify the destination server holding the appropriate resource.
For this purpose, a user needs to maintain a location list of
servers containing the specific resources he attempts to use
in a local database. The client can also stores a repository
list from which the servers can be selected. Distributed en-
vironments, like CORBA and TINA[6], provide this func-
tion via a repository-type service (e.g., naming service)
for locating appropriate server components. This service
type is a fundamental part of these distributed environments
based on the Client/Server approach.

Mobile Agent based approach (MA) has received great
attention in the last years as a promising alternative to the
traditional client-server paradigm[2]. The original motiva-

tion for mobile agents was in Web-related information pro-
cessing, especially in search-retrieval process[1, 5, 7, 8, 10].

In this paper, we analyze the performance of a mobile
agent based approach for discovering and allocating re-
sources on large scale networks. We compare this approach
with the traditional Client/Server approach by considering
four scenarios for processing requests in the distributed net-
work.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We de-
scribe in the section 2 the performance model including the
resource definition allocation of resource scenarios. In sec-
tion 3 and 4 we describe an analytical model for compar-
ing the performance benefits of both mechanisms of interac-
tion for allowing resources, the client-server and the mobile
agent paradigm with their time to completion. In section 5
we describe the results of evaluating each model. We end
this paper by some concluding remarks and some of our fur-
ther investigations.

2. The Model

We define a large communication network as a super-
network composed of a collection of networks connected
by boundary nodes.
A resource is an entity that provides state and functional-
ity to be utilized by other entities. Resources are divided
into two basic categories [3]: system resources and appli-
cation resources. System resources are bound to specific
hosts, representing hardware devises (e.g. disk) or logical
system objects (e.g. socket). Application resources are soft-
ware entities which are managed by an application. To use
a resource, the user initiates a call by submitting a request
to a server that manages and controls this resource. We in-
vestigate in this paper resource allocation scenarios in the
Client/Server approach and in the mobile agent based ap-
proach.

In this paper, we consider that the performance of a re-



source allocation strategy is measured by the total time re-
quired to complete the resource requests. The completion
time is the time between when the request is initiated by the
user and when it is satisfied. Obviously the completion time
is important to the user of the network.

In the Client/Server approach, each request comes with
a destination server. We consider two scenarios. In the first
one, the user specifies a destination server and submit its
request to that server. In the second scenario, a destination
server is chosen uniformly at random from a fixed list of
servers holding the required resource and the user submit
its request to the selected server.

In the mobile agent based approach, the user initiates a
request without specifying any destination server. We con-
sider also two scenarios. In the first one, the user launches
a discovery agent that jumps from site to site to seek the re-
source and returns back the result to the user. In the second
scenario, the user launches several discovery agents to seek
the required resource.

3. C/S scenarios

The client-server paradigm is well-know and widely
used. In this paradigm, a server is a computational compo-
nent placed at a given site and makes available a set of re-
sources. A client component located at another site requests
the server the execution of a service via an interaction pro-
cess. The server performs the required service and may pro-
duces a result that will be delivered back to the client[1, 8].
Typical services are the execution of basic procedures for
data retrieval and storage or remote evaluations. It should
be noted that the fundamental aspect of the Client-Server
paradigm is that the client should knowa priori the server
holding the required resources. In the following, we will
describe two C/S based scenarios.

3.1. The first C/S based scenario

In this scenario, we assume that the client knows the
location of the target server. A client-server interaction
includes binding to the server, marshalling, transfer, un-
marshalling of the request parameters, execution of the re-
quest, and marshaling, transfer and unmarshalling of the
reply[10]. For simplicity, time for marshalling and unmar-
shalling are omitted since they are independent of the C/S
interaction process. In a real system the transfer time de-
pends on the distance between two node and the amount of
shipped data[1]. Lett01 be the request transfer time from
the client to the server and lett10 be the transfer time of the
result from the server back to client. We consider M/M/1
queuing system with arrival rateλ and service rateµ[9].
Denote bỳ be the average number of client in the queuing
system. The execution time of the request at the server is1

µ

and the client average time in queueing is`
λ . The expected

completion time for this scenario is given by

T (1) = t01 +
1
µ

+
`

λ
+ t10

3.2. The second C/S based scenario

In this scenario, the client knows in advanceN servers
that hold the required resource,N is a fixed number. The
client selects one of them randomly. The probability to
chose the serveri is denoted bypi. The execution time of
the request at theith server is 1

µi
and the client average time

in queueing is`i

λi
, `i is the average number of client in the

ith queue andλi is the arrival rate. Lett0i be the request
transfer time from the client to theith server and letti0 be
the transfer time of the result from theith server back to
client(i.e. node 0). Then, the expected completion time is
given by

T (2) =
N∑

i=1

pi(t0i +
1
µi

+
`i

λi
+ ti0)

=
N∑

i=1

pi(t0i + ti0) +
N∑

i=1

pi(
1
µi

) +
N∑

i=1

pi(
`i

λi
)

T (2) can be rewritten as follows

T (2) = E(X) + E(Y ) + E(Z)

whereX, Y andZ are random variables with the respec-
tively distributionsp(X = t0i + ti0) = pi, p(Y = 1

µi
) = pi

andp(Z = `i

λi
) = pi. E(X) indicates the average time of

request and reply routing,E(Y ) is the average request exe-
cution time andE(Z) is the average client queueing time.

4. Mobile Agent scenarios

A mobile agent is an software entity which may move
from location to location to meet other agents or to access
resources provided at each location. The mobility of the
agent is the basic difference from the client-server approach
[1, 4, 10]. It should be noted that the fundamental aspect of
the mobile agent paradigm is that the client does not knowa
priori the server holding the needed resources. We consider
two mobile agent based scenarios.

4.1. The first mobile agent based scenario

In this scenario, one mobile agent is associated to each
user request. The user launches a discovery agent that
jumps from site to site to seek the resource and returns
back the result to the user. The interaction process includes



marshalling, transport, unmarshalling and execution of the
request by the server. With the same simplifying assump-
tions as above, the time of marshaling and unmarshalling
are omitted. Lettij denotes the agent migration time be-
tween nodesi andj. Let ti0 be the reply transfer time from
the node holding the useful resource to the user node (i.e.,
node0). The request completion time consist of transfer
time of request and reply, execution time and the time in
queue. The expected time to completion is given by:

T
(3)
k =

k∑
i=1

ti−1i +
1
µk

+
`k

λk
+ tk0.

This formula can be understood as follows. The first term is
the travel time from originating site tokth server that holds
the needed resources. The second term is the execution time
at thekth server. The third term is the residence time at the
kth queue. The last term is the reply transfer time back
to the user node. The expected time to completion can be
rewritten as follows:

T
(3)
k = S0k +

1
µk

+
`k

λk
+ tk0,

whereS0k = t01 + t12 + t23 + ... + t(k−1)k is the sum of
the migration cost time between the user node and thekth
server holding the required resource.

4.2. The second mobile agent based scenario

In this scenario, the user launches several discovery
agents, duplicated into clones, to seek the required resource.
More precisely, when an agent arrive to a network bound-
ary node, it splits into clones which migrate toward the sub-
networks. Recall that we have defined a large communica-
tion network as a super-network composed of a collection
of networks connected by boundary nodes.

We consider that the first agent who gets back the re-
sult is the candidate of search, i.e. that one who minimize
the completion time. If we consider that the client sends
m agents, the completion time is the minimum aver all the
agents. The corresponding time is given by :

T (4) = min
i=1..m

(T (3)
k (i))

whereT
(3)
k (i) is the corresponding time, described in the

previous section, of theith agent travelling.

5. Model evaluation

In this section, we compare the C/S and MA scenarios
based on the equations given in the previous sections. In or-
der to compare the different scenarios, we have fixed some
parameters that are common to all of them.

• Request size (Breq): we have supposed that the request
made by user is small and constant for any possible
situation.

• Request execution mean time at the server (1
µ ): the

exact value for this time and its distribution greatly
depend on the type of request examined and on the
characteristics of the server used. We have fixed this
parameter as exponential and included between a min-
imum and a maximum value( 1

µ )min and( 1
µ )max.

• Residence request mean time in the queueing (`
λ ) : the

exact value for this time and its distribution greatly de-
pend on the characteristics of the server and of the
inter-arrival exponential distribution. We have fixed
this parameter between a minimum and a maximum
value( `

λ )min and( `
λ )max.

• Size of the query reply (Brep): the reply to a re-
quest can realistically be considered included between
a minimum and a maximum value, with a uniform dis-
tribution. We suppose that the size (in bytes) is con-
stant for all scenario.

• Size of the agent (BA) : the size of the agent is consid-
ered to be the sum of the size of request(Breq) and the
size of code(Bcod) and does not vary during migration
from one node to another.

• We assume that the available bandwidth is similar for
each node pair(Bd).

In a real system the cost of communication depends
on the distance between nodes and the amount of shipped
data[1]. The distance might be expressed in number of
hops, round trip time, available bandwidth or anything
else[11]. We assume uniform networks, i.e., the cost of
communication is independent of the particular node pair
and is proportional to the amount of bytes that are transmit-
ted.

5.1. Comparison of the C/S scenarios

The network load for a simple C/S interaction consists of
the size of the requestBreq sent by the client and the size of
the replyBrep returned back by the server. Therefore, the
communication cost for a simple interaction on a network
with a bandwidthBd consists of the request and the reply
transfer times. Therefore, for the first C/S scenario,T (1)

can be rewritten as follows

T (1) =
Breq + Brep

Bd
+

1
µ

+
`

λ

For the second C/S scenario, the completion time as men-
tioned before is:

T (2) = E(X) + E(Y ) + E(Z)



Based on the assumption that request size (Breq) and the
query reply (Brep) are fixed and, in addition, if we con-
sider that the network provides a large bandwidthBd then
the communication cost can be negligible. We suppose also
that all the machines have the same execution speed. The
comparison betweenT (1) andT (2) is therefore reduced to
comparison of the residence time in queueing.
The size of a server queue is the number of requests sub-
mitted to that server. In the first C/S scenario, the queue of
requests waiting at the single server is as large as the num-
ber of submitted requests.
Let consider that in the second C/S scenario, we haveN
servers. We assume that the probability to select one of
them is1/N . We consider thatM requests are submitted,
whereM = O(N). Since the destination of each request
is random, the probability thatr, r ≤ M , or more requests
queue in some particular queue server is at most(

M

r

)
(

1
N

)r < (
Me

r
)r(

1
N

)r

= (
Me

Nr
)r

Hence, most queues sizes never grow larger thatO(1) when
M = O(N). The size of a queue is a constant, independent
of N andM . In other words, if each request is headed to
a random server destination, then at mostO(1) requests are
ever contained in the same queue, with probability close to
1. Therefore, the second C/S scenario is better that the first
one, whenM = O(N).

5.2. C/S and MA scenarios comparison

The completion time for the second C/S scenario is

T (2) = E(X) + E(Y ) + E(Z)

whereX, Y and Z are random variables that counts re-
spectively the time of request and reply routing, the request
execution time and the client queueing time.
For the first MA scenario, the completion timeT (3) is

T
(3)
k = S0k +

1
µk

+
`k

λk
+ tk0

We consider
BA(i−1,i)

Bd(i−1,i)
is the migration cost time between

two successive nodes(i − 1) and i on the agent path and
BR(k,0)

Bd(k,0)
is the reply communication cost between the server

holding the required resource and the originating user node.
With the assumptions described above that are the size of an
agent, denoted byBA, does not vary during migration from
one node to another and the available bandwidth is similar
for each node pair, we have

BA(i−1,i)

Bd(i−1,i)
= BA

Bd
,

BR(k,0)

Bd(k,0)
= BR

Bd

andS0k = k BA

Bd
.

Thus, the time to completionT (3)
k can be rewritten as fol-

lows:

T
(3)
k = k

BA

Bd
+

1
µk

+
`k

λk
+

BR

Bd

To simplify, we consider that all the servers have the same
service rateµk = µ, for all k and alsoBR = Brep. Denote
by Wk = `k

λk
the average time spent in queuek. Hence,

T
(3)
k becomes

T
(3)
k = k

BA

Bd
+

1
µ

+ Wk +
Brep

Bd

RegardingT (1), with the same assumptions, we have
E(X) = Breq+Brep

Bd
and E(Y ) = 1

µ . Denote byW =
E(Z) the average time spent in a queue. ThusT (2) be-
comes

T (2) =
Breq + Brep

Bd
+

1
µ

+ W

In order to compare the C/S scenario with the MA scenario,
we consider the difference betweenT (2) andT k(3) as fol-
lows

T
(3)
k − T (1) =k

BA

Bd
+

1
µ

+ Wk +
Brep

Bd
− (

Breq + Brep

Bd
)− 1

µ
−W

=k
BA

Bd
− Breq

Bd
+ (Wk −W )

≤k
BA

Bd
+ (Wk −W )

Denote byδ = BA

Bd
, we have

T
(3)
k − T (1) ≤ kδ + (Wk −W )

According to this equation, the MA scenario is better than
the C/S one if

Wk ≤ W − kδ

In other words, if

`k

λk
≤ `

λ
− kδ,

which means that the mobile agent paradigm performs
better than client-server paradigm if the total time (the aver-
age time in queueing and the migration time to the suitable
server) is still less than the time spent in queueing in the
apriori known server in C/S paradigm.

In the second MA scenario, an initial agent starts on the
requesting site and after a local step, creates replications
(i.e. clones) that walks randomly to further sites. This
would allow agents to cover a much wide area of servers
space in a shorter time. Future investigations, will be done
to analyze the impact of the second MA scenario on latency
and network load.



6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have analyzed the performance of the
mobile agent based approach together with the classical
client/server approach for allocating resources in distributed
networks. We have compared these two approaches by con-
sidering four scenarios for resource allocation. We have
showed that the MA approach may be better that the C/S
approach under some assumptions. Further investigations
concern the extension of our framework to more general
models by relaxing the assumed hypothesis.
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